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CHAPTER VII
DESIGX AXD IMPROVEMENT OF HILL ROADS
there is a vast field of work to be done in effecting improvements
on existing roads in hilly country Many roads in this type of
country follow early occupation roads, and financial considerations
prevent the construction of new roads or diversions. It will be
useful, however, to review features of design for application where
practicable to works of improvement of existing highway routes.
mage.
The surface drainage of steep hills should be planned to avoid
damage to the road surface by the high velocity of flow in storm
periods.
With a minimum camber, water will flow some distance before
reaching the channel ; in these circumstances there is a danger of
some road material being washed out and a channel formed ; dis-
integration of road surfaces caused by k¥ frost-and*tbaw " conditions
makes the scouring action more likely to occur. Ample provision
should be made to pass channel drainage into ditch drains of sufficient
depth to prevent water running back on to the road. In particular,
outlets from the channels should always be provided at the tangent
points of curves ; if ditch or side drains are piped with steep gradients,
these will provide a high discharge capacity, and the necessity for
maintenance of the ditch is avoided.
In addition to surface drainage of the road, water may be received
from the " up " side of a road or from both sides in the case of a
cutting ; much depends on the nature of the subsoil and the run-off
area.
Where banks are liable to wash away, rubble drains (such as may
be observed in railway cuttings) are useful for guiding storm-water
to the base without erosion,
Paved channels, with setts or concrete, are effective in resisting
scour ; on the " up ' ' side the channel may require extra width.
Where gullies and grids are used— e.g. in urban areas— ample
grating area must be provided ; grids with suitably curved bars help
to intercept rapidly flowing water..
It is essential to provide ample drain outlets at points where
the two opposing gradients form a valley*  This may be done ]>y

